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Abstract. Multiphoton microscopy of cleared tissue has previously been demonstrated to generate large three-dimensional (3D) volumetric image data on entire intact mouse organs using intrinsic tissue fluorescence. This technique holds great promise for performing 3D virtual biopsies, providing unique information on tissue morphology, and guidance for subsequent traditional slicing and staining. Here, we demonstrate the use of fluorescence lifetime imaging in cleared organs for achieving molecular contrast that can reveal morphologically distinct structures, even in the absence of knowledge of the underlying molecular source. In addition, we demonstrate the power of multimodal imaging, combining multiphoton fluorescence, second harmonic generation, and lifetime imaging to reveal exceptional morphological detail in an optically cleared mouse knee. © 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3641992]
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1 Introduction

The prospect of three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of tissue specimens with sub-cellular resolution has been of considerable interest to researchers and practicing pathologists. A multitude of approaches for three-dimensional reconstruction of tissue sections have been employed including optical coherence tomography, confocal microscopy, multiphoton microscopy (MPM), histology sectioning with image scanning, and radiological methods such as microcomputed tomography and even MRI. Each has advantages but significant limitations. Radiologic methods can be used in vivo, but cellular resolution of tissue is not readily achievable. Histology sectioning produces easily recognizable morphology, but is labor intensive and destructive, as well as somewhat limited in z-resolution. For other nonradiologic methods, a significant challenge has been overcoming depth limitations. Typical best results are imaging at depths of ~100 μm, which can be attained with MPM in fixed tissue. Some investigators have combined MPM with serial sectioning or tissue ablation as an approach to three-dimensional reconstruction, but the process is laborious and cumbersome and results in the destruction of the tissue sample, precluding both subsequent use in conventional pathological processing and storage for repeated inspection.

While the optical sectioning capability, superior contrast, and minimal photodamage of MPM make it the ideal choice for deep tissue imaging of intrinsic fluorescence in biological tissues, its limited imaging depth remains a barrier. Regenerative amplifiers and the use of longer wavelength excitation, near 1300 nm, have both been employed with MPM to increase imaging depth. However, high-repetition-rate regenerative amplifiers add considerable cost and complexity, and are not wavelength tunable, thus severely limiting their application. Longer-wavelength excitation is also limited by a scarcity of appropriate dyes and is not appropriate for intrinsic fluorescence excitation. Neither approach has been attempted using fixed tissue, which has a significantly shorter photon scattering length compared to live tissue. The limitations of MPM depth penetration can be ameliorated by reducing light scattering created by the refractive index mismatch of tissue and water. This can be achieved by index matching the fluid portion of a specimen by replacing water with a 1:2 mixture of benzyl alcohol:benzyl benzoate. The tissue clarification method has been used successfully with several different imaging modalities.

In particular, MPM of clarified tissue offers the advantages of adjustable fields of view (dependent on objective), high resolution, high tolerance to residual scattering (improving imaging depth), and the potential for simultaneous use of other noninvasive imaging modalities, such as second harmonic generation (SHG), that also do not require any additional stains or specimen manipulation. Recently, MPM of intrinsic fluorescence and SHG from optically cleared tissue has been shown to achieve subcellular resolution several millimeters below the surface of fixed tissues. While intrinsic fluorescence and SHG are the most promising sources of contrast for potential clinical application to the development of three-dimensional histology of human biopsy tissue, most intrinsic fluorophores display broad, overlapping emission and absorption spectra that greatly complicate efforts to distinguish different molecular sources of fluorescence. In addition, the molecular sources of intrinsic fluorescence present in a sample are often unknown. Steady-state multiwavelength
methods have been used to differentiate intrinsic fluorophores by unmixing their fluorescence spectra. However, these methods work best when the underlying molecular sources of contrast and their spectra are known. In practice, it is often very difficult to determine the molecular source of intrinsic tissue fluorescence. Nonetheless, the spatial distribution of unidentified fluorescent sources may correlate with important morphological details, making their resolution important even if their identity remains unknown.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) is a highly sensitive, time-resolved technique that uses the lifetime of the fluorophore signal, rather than its intensity, to generate an image. The lifetime of a fluorophore is dependent on both the radiative and nonradiative rates of decay from the excited state. While the radiative rate is only weakly dependent on the environment, the nonradiative rate depends upon energy transfer between the excited molecule and its environment, making it a sensitive indicator of environmental changes. FLIM can be used to map fluorophore localization, cellular metabolic states, pH, and oxygen saturation. For example, previous studies have revealed that reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (phosphate), NAD(P)H, exhibits multiple lifetimes in the brain and show clear segregation of NAD(P)H within a cell depending on its binding state. FLIM can therefore not only distinguish molecules that have largely-overlapping spectra and different lifetimes, but can additionally distinguish differences in the environment surrounding the same fluorophore.

Here we present MPM, SHG, and FLIM images and 3D data sets from intact, fixed, cleared mouse testicle and knee. Images from a mouse testicle demonstrate the ability of FLIM to distinguish known molecular sources, in this case elastin and NAD(P)H, that have broadly overlapping emission spectra. Images from a mouse knee demonstrate the ability of a multimodal combination of MPM, SHG, and FLIM to reveal exquisite morphological details of complex structures and the use of FLIM to distinguish useful morphology even when the source of fluorescence is not known. Large volumetric data stacks from both the testicle and knee are presented, demonstrating the ability to resolve complex three-dimensional structures.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Organ Preparations

C57 black mice (1 to 3 months old) were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine/xylazine (100 mg/kg; 10 mg/kg). The mice were restrained to a surgical bed. Following an incision made below the xyphoid process, the mice were perfused through the heart with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at 4°C. A perfusion of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) followed immediately until the body became tangibly stiffer.

The tissue was cleared using a previously described method. Organs were cleared using a solution of 1:2 benzyl alcohol to benzyl benzoate (BABB). After the methanol dehydration, tissue was placed in a 1:1 solution of methanol:BABB for h. The 1:1 solution was then replaced with 100% BABB solution. Imaging was performed after 24 h in BABB at room temperature, at which time tissue was noticeably cleared. The tissue may also be cleared using a solution of methylsalicylate, however, we observed better results in most tissue with BABB.

2.2 Imaging

Images were captured using a previously described custom-built multiphoton microscope based on the Olympus BX51 WI upright fluorescence microscope (Olympus America, Center Valley, Pennsylvania) equipped with a 5× Nikon objective lens with 0.5 numerical aperture (AZ Plan Fluor, Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The excitation source was an 80 MHz pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai, Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, California) tunable between 710 and 990 nm. The excitation wavelength was 740 nm with a ~100 fs pulse width. Samples were placed on a 3-axis microscope stage (ASI Imaging, Eugene, Oregon).

FLIM was achieved via the addition of a multichannel plate PMT (R3809U-52, Hamamatsu) with a 150 ps rise time and a time-correlated single photon counting card (SPC-150, Becker and Hickl, Berlin, Germany). The Becker and Hickl software, SPC Image, calculated fluorescent lifetimes on a pixel-by-pixel basis by fitting every pixel to a one-, two-, or three-component fluorescence decay fit. The number of components in each fit was determined by choosing the fit with the lowest χ² value. Images were captured at a rate of 2.5 frames/s.

Autofluorescence was filtered through a 460/80 bandpass filter, and second harmonic generation was filtered through a 370/20 bandpass filter (Chroma Technologies, Rockingham, Vermont). Photomultiplier tubes (HC-125-02, Hamatsu, Bridgewater, New Jersey) were used to collect both spectra. z-stacks were collected in 5 μm steps and processed using SCANIMAGE software. The depth was quantified by zeroing the stage at the tissue’s surface before capturing images within the tissue volume. Movies of rotating image stacks were created using IMAGEJ software with autoscaling, resulting in the appearance of some flicker during stack rotation.

2.3 Histology

Traditional histology slide preparation was performed by standard methods: paraformaldehyde-fixed, BABB-clarified specimens were placed in histology cassettes after MPM/SHG/FLIM imaging, processed for paraffin wax embedding using an unmodified automated progressive “dehydration” protocol (Shandon Excelsior Tissue Processor), followed by cutting into 5-μm thick sections for mounting on slides. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed using standard manual technique.

3 Results

Intrinsic fluorescence images of paraformaldehyde-fixed, BABB-cleared testes obtained by multiphoton microscopy showed cellular detail more than 1-mm deep into tissue. Optical clearing appeared to slightly increase tissue autofluorescence.
but did not significantly affect the emission spectra. The graded methanol dehydration series did not change morphology or connective tissue structure, but did reduce tissue size by approximately 20%. Spermatocytes maturing to spermatozoa are readily identified within seminiferous tubules at 800 μm [Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)]. Fluorescence lifetime imaging produced clear images at the same depth showing an expected high contrast between seminiferous tubules and the surrounding elastic smooth muscle capsule [Figs. 1(b) and 1(e)]. In the Becker&Hickl lifetime histograms [Figs. 1(c) and 1(f)], two distinct lifetimes of approximately 1.0 and 1.3 ns are present, corresponding to elastin in smooth muscle and intracellular NAD(P)H, respectively.

High resolution multiphoton images of a maturing mouse knee also showed cellular detail in fixed, BABB-cleared whole leg specimens at depths greater than 1 mm. In virtual sections, the low intrinsic fluorescence of bone allows a clear definition of individual chondrocytes (cartilage cells) forming the articular cartilage surface [Fig. 2(a) and inset].

Osteocytes (bone cells) are visible as regularly spaced punctuate bright spots in the portions of outer bone (periosteum) present [Fig. 2(a)]. The fibrous organization of the meniscus overlying the chondrocytes is identifiable. Autofluorescent bone marrow hematopoietic cells form irregular aggregates demarcated by dark bony spicules in the subchondral portion of the developing bone (secondary ossification center). The corresponding H&E stained slide from the same sample is shown [Fig. 2(b)], illustrating the comparable resolution and complementary information the multiphoton image provides. Note that the thinned meniscus at this depth is displaced during the cutting process of the stained slide but remains visible in situ in the cleared MPM image.

Serial virtual sections using multiphoton intrinsic fluorescence were collected as stacks that can be visualized in a form that enables a three-dimensional perspective on the relationship of the knee structures; see Figs. 2 (Video 3) and 3 (Video 4).
Muscle fibers [Fig. 3(a)] overlie tendinous fascia [Fig. 3(b)] which transition to bone covering cartilage and bone marrow [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The meniscus thins and the articular surfaces approach each other deeper into the joint [Figs. 3(d) and 3(e)]. Clear multiphoton intrinsic fluorescence images were obtainable on clarified tissue through fat, muscle, fascia, bone, and cartilage. Although the peak intensity of each image in the stack was normalized, at 1.3 mm of depth, some loss of signal is evident. A three-dimensional volumetric reconstruction can be easily manipulated to provide a broader view of the structural relationships; see Fig. 4 (Video 5) and (Video 6).

A large vessel can be noted lying atop the surface muscle with clear individual muscle fibers and z-line definition (muscle contraction zones) [Fig. 4(a)]. Developing bone marrow elements in three-dimensional aggregates are identifiable within the subchondral ossification center [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. Of note, the only additional image manipulation required for 3D reconstruction was normalization of image intensity at different depths. The scanning process using the mechanical stage and galvanometer-mounted mirrors preserved location information accurately such that complicated image registration routines were not necessary. Removal of the muscle and fascia in the 3D reconstruction enables better visualization of the bone marrow islands in the subchondral space and of the meniscus sitting atop the cartilaginous capsule of the femur and tibia [Figs. 4(d) and 4(f)]. The synovial space and synovial tissue are also identifiable [Fig. 4(f)].

Additional structural information for the mouse knee joint was garnered by collecting SHG signals during MPM. The intrinsic fluorescence image extends from the articular cartilage (at bottom) to the growth plate (proliferation zone) and shaft of the long bone above it [Fig. 5(a)].

The fluorescence image has been merged with the SHG microscopy signal colored in red. The SHG highlights cell-like structures located in the epiphysis, primarily subchondrally, and above the epiphyseal plate which likely represent sites of contrast-enhancing chondrocyte secretion as part of the ossification process [Fig. 5(b)]. This is a structural component that is not easily identified on MPM images or H&E slides, although similar structures in these areas can be noted in the H&E stained section [Fig. 5(c)].

FLIM was employed as a third modality during MPM and also produced clear images in clarified tissue at 1-mm depths. The lifetime allowed improved definition between the cellular cartilage component at the articular surface and the adjacent fibrous-cartilaginous meniscus [Fig. 6(a)].

Metabolically highly active bone marrow cells are identified as having a different lifetime than the surface chondrocytes.
Fig. 6 (a) Fluorescence lifetime image embedded in MPM image of mouse knee at 420 μm depth. (b) FLIM and SHG (gray) combined knee image. (c) 3D MPM/FLIM volume with corresponding lifetime histogram (d) (Video 7). Scale bars are 100 μm (Video 7, MPEG, 4.53 MB).

4 Discussion
Multimodal MPM of cleared organs, including both SHG and FLIM, shows great promise as a tool of both basic research and clinical application. From the point-of-view of analyzing tissue specimen histology, MPM-clearing 3D reconstruction with SHG and FLIM provides an enhanced perspective on tissue growth, structure, and cellular composition which could prove useful in determining malignant or benign behavior and in assessing extent of disease spread within the context of microscopic anatomy, an often challenging aspect of histologic evaluation in biopsies. It also provides a method for comprehensive visual inspection prior to cutting. This can help guide slice selection and orientation for preparation of traditional histologic sections using the array of specialty stains developed for pathological evaluation, and can reduce considerably the risk that a relevant portion of the specimen is missed. Although some tissue shrinkage was observed as a result of the dehydration process, this did not appear to change the overall morphology. The methods used here were chosen based on previous successful results, however, future work will explore alternative methods that may reduce shrinkage.

FLIM images of a clarified mouse testicle clearly delineated elastin in the extracellular matrix from the NADH in the spermatocytes and spermatozoa within seminiferous tubules at depths of ∼1 mm. In this case, the lifetime of the elastin can be correlated with that of other cleared organs, such as lung (data not shown), which, combined with the morphological structure of the organ, unambiguously identifies the molecular source of the fluorescence signal. Differentiating the elastin and NADH fluorescence based simply on their emission spectra would be complicated by their large degree of overlap.

The combination of MPM fluorescence, SHG, and FLIM provided exquisite detail in imaging of the mouse knee at depths exceeding 1 mm. Imaging intact specimens enables construction of large 3D data sets without the need for complicated image registration algorithms. Importantly, it circumvents artifacts due to tissue damage during the sectioning process, a recurring problem in histology. Although the molecular sources of fluorescence for the FLIM images of the knee are not known,
and can be difficult to identify with certainty, the contrast was nonetheless sufficient to identify several morphologically important and distinct structures. FLIM images of the knee clearly differentiated the meniscus from the adjacent chondrocytes and also isolated the signal from bone marrow. FLIM also identified periosteal structures that were not visualized by any other imaging modality, illustrating the potential of the technique to extract additional structural information with minimal added effort.

5 Summary and Conclusion

Multimodal imaging was achieved in clarified tissue producing rich informational content more than 1-mm deep into ex vivo tissue. This depth far exceeds that at which conventional confocal or multiphoton imaging can produce comparable images. The images were produced using only intrinsic signals, without the use of any organic or fluorescent dyes which might add cost or effort, introduce variability in signal, or interfere with subsequent analysis. Images with subcellular resolution were amenable to three-dimensional reconstruction without complex image registration procedures. The SHG and FLIM imaging complemented multiphoton fluorescence images, providing additional structural and cellular information also without the need for staining, further tissue manipulation, or other type of special preparation. Analyzed specimens were then processed as routine pathology specimens without any recognizable artifacts, making them available for traditional stains such as H&E. This analysis demonstrates the feasibility of combining MPM, SHG, and FLIM in clarified tissue for three-dimensional reconstruction of tissue more than 1-mm thick as an adjunct to traditional histologic analysis, thus maximizing informational content in research and clinical pathology samples.
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